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Abstract

The results of experimental study of Passive Intermodulation (PIM) on Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
laminates are reported. Comparison of PIM performance of different materials has shown correlation between
the PIM level and the laminate physical properties. The effect of the line length on PIM level has been
experimentally observed. A simple model has been devised to describe the relation between the line length,
attenuation and PIM performance of the lengths of straight microstrip lines.

Introduction
PIM has been known as a detrimental phenomenon in telecommunications devices for several decades
[1]. It manifests itself in parasitic signals in adjacent channels of the base station receivers, and has been
observed in military, space and mobile telecommunications. In the past, unawareness of PIM problem led to
delay or even cancellation of some satellite projects [2]. PIM generation occurs in such passive devices as
antennas, cables, connectors, circulators, delay lines, filters and many others. Therefore, the conventional means
of eliminating the unwanted signals by filtering them out or by introducing pre-distortions cannot help here
because the components used for their implementation can themselves cause PIM. Obviously, the most adequate
way to suppress PIM is to identify and eliminate its source. In particular, it is well known now that loose and
corroded joints (“rusty bolt” effect), ferrites and ferrous metals should be avoided to decrease PIM level in the
passive devices [1], [3].
New challenges of telecommunication industry require more compact devices, including printed
antennas and feeders integrated on PCB. However, in order to enable for wide use of PCB in high power
applications, the issue of PIM in PCB should be thoroughly addressed. In several studies [4]-[9] it has been
shown that apart from connectors and soldered contacts PCB itself can be the source of PIM. These papers
demonstrated that copper type (electrodeposited or rolled annealed), copper roughness, etching quality and
finishing have strong impact on PIM performance of the devices. All these factors undoubtedly contribute to the
overall PIM level. But, to the best authors’ knowledge, there has not been reported a clear evidence of effect of
dielectric material used in PCB laminates on PIM level.
In this paper, effect of the laminate dielectric on the PIM performance has been examined for a set of
materials. The measurements were performed on the straight microstrip lines of 917mm long. The idea
underlying the design of test samples was to minimise uncertainty of PIM measurements. In order to reduce
unpredictable effect of the line discontinuities on PIM response, the straight 50Ω microstrip lines have been
fabricated across the full length of the laminate standard sheet. It was anticipated that the longer lines would
facilitate differentiation of the laminates in terms of their PIM performance. Since device manufacturers do not
use so long lines in practice, a simple approach to correlate PIM for the lines of different length has been
proposed. To verify the approximation, PIM dependence on the line length has also been investigated.

Experiment design

In order to study a laminate itself, all other possible factors causing PIM generation should be excluded.
To meet these requirements, the PCB materials with the same copper foils were chosen and the samples were
manufactured in the same batch using the same etching and finishing processes. The basic properties of the
laminates are specified in Table 1.
The measurements were carried out with Summitek SI-900B PIM Analyzer. The device can measure
both PIM at input port called Reverse and at output port called Forward. The specified maximum sensitivity of
the IM receiver is -140dBm and dynamic range is 75dB. The actual minimum measurable value of PIM for a
sample is determined by the noise floor and residual PIM of the measuring setup. The latter was measured at
2×43dBm carriers to be below -126dBm in Reverse measurements and below -120dBm from 910MHz to
913MHz with the further growth up to -114dBm at 915MHz in Forward PIM measurements. The specification
for GSM band is -112dBm as the maximum acceptable level of IM3 products at 2×43dBm input carriers. Note

that this PIM level is specified for the whole system, and it is difficult to predict contribution of individual
components. Nevertheless, keeping PIM of every component below the specified threshold is of great
importance for the system performance.
Each board in the study contained three samples of 50Ω microstrip lines. All the lines were visually
inspected and no cracks, scratches and traces of finishing defects had been found. Two different techniques were
used for launching signals to the lines: direct cable launch using specially designed coaxial-to-microstrip
transitions and edge-mount DIN 7/16 connectors. The cable assemblies were certified at 2×43dBm carriers to
have the residual IM3 below -122dBm in GSM band. Three lines per board with different launches have been
used to assess the effects of assembly and launchers.
Table 1. Properties of the examined materials, (a) – value at 10GHz, (b) – value at 1.9GHz, (*) – Supplier
1, (**) – Supplier 2.
Part #

DK

DF

Moisture
Absorption%

Substrate
thickness, mm

3.00 (a)

0.0034 (a)

0.8

0.76

3.00 (a)
3.00 (a)
3.00 (b)
2.17 (a)
2.50 (a)

0.0030 (a)
0.0026 (a)
0.0014 (b)
0.0009 (a)
0.0019 (a)

<0.02
<0.16
<0.02
<0.02
<0.02

0.76
0.76
0.76
0.76
1.58
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Fig. 1. Forward PIM characteristics.
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Fig. 2. Reverse PIM characteristics.
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Material study results
The results of Forward PIM measurements are presented in Fig.1. The laminate L3 exhibits the poorest
performance closely followed by L1. The PIM characteristics of L2 and L5 are much better, and L4 shows the
best performance and meets the specification of -112dBm. The tests have shown variations in PIM performance
of the lines fabricated on the same board. This can be attributed to workmanship factor and also allows us to
assess the measurement uncertainties.
Large variations of Reverse PIM level with frequency can be observed in Fig.2, although the sequence
of the materials in respect to their PIM performance remains qualitatively the same. For some samples of L1 and
L3 materials, PIM level changes for about 20dB. Such variations can be attributed to the increased return loss.
Indeed, Reverse PIM can be affected by the standing wave pattern in the line and therefore exhibits such strong
frequency dependence. It is noteworthy that the Reverse PIM is lower than the Forward PIM for all the
materials, and for L4 and L5 it is below -112dBm.
The fact that all the samples retain similar relation between Forward and Reverse PIM suggests certain
common PIM related properties of the materials. The data sheets for the materials have been carefully analysed
and two parameters have come to the front. Table 1 shows that the two best materials have significantly lower
losses than others, albeit the material L5 with lower loss than L4 had worse PIM performance. Another
interesting observation is that the moisture absorption for L2, L5 and L4 is much less than for L1 and L3. In the
study L1 and L3 materials have exhibited worse PIM than the other materials. It is noteworthy that L1 and L3
laminates come from different suppliers and have dissimilar structure, which emphasise the correlation between
moisture absorption and PIM. This suggests the necessity of further investigation of the moisture effect that can
facilitate copper oxide formation in course of lamination process and potentially cause PIM generation.

PIM dependence on the line length
Four meander-like 50Ω lines of different length were fabricated on the L6 laminate so as to
experimentally assess PIM dependence on the line length and to devise a simple formula for calculating the PIM
level in dependence on the line length. In [11] it was found for the line with distributed nonlinear resistance that
Forward IM3 current distribution along infinite transmission line could be expressed as follows:

PPIM ( x ), dBm = 20 log[ exp( −α x ) − exp( −3α x )] + C ,
where α is attenuation constant, which can be easily estimated from the specified material parameters [10]. C is a
fitting parameter obtained by an optimization technique.
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Fig. 3. PIM dependence on the length of the 50Ω microstrip line.
Fig.3 shows the results of the measurements at 914.2MHz in comparison with the fitting procedure. The
optimization process converged to C = -98.18dBm and theoretically predicted attenuation is 0.052m-1. Maximum
deviation of the experimental data from the theoretical curve is 6.17dBm. The value is commensurable with

uncertainties of measurements observed in these experiments. Using the approximate formula, Forward PIM for
all laminates used in the material tests was recalculated for the lines of length 300mm (see Table 2). These
estimates have shown that even for the short 300mm line L4 and L6 laminates only meet the PIM specifications.
Measurements on the laminate L6 is used to verify the recalculation procedure. Indeed, IM3 product for
the 300mm microstrip line measured at 914.2MHz (Fig.3) was -122.4dBm that is reasonably close to the
recalculated value in Table 2.
Table 2. Forward PIM at 914.2 MHz recalculated from 917mm line to 300mm line.
Part#

α, m-1

L1
L2
L3
L4
L5
L6

0.106
0.101
0.095
0.08
0.064
0.052

Averaged over the samples
Forward PIM 917mm, dBm
-87.2
-95.5
-82.5
-112.6
-102.8
-117.2

PIM reduction,
dB
8.6
8.6
8.7
8.9
9.0
9.2

Recalculated PIM for 300mm
line, dBm
-95.8
-104.1
-91.2
-121.5
-111.8
-126.4

Conclusion
Effect of the PCB laminate material properties on PIM performance has been discussed. Experimental
measurements of Forward and Reverse PIM on several laminates have been performed. It has been shown that
loss factor and moisture absorption correlate with PIM level of the laminates. The dependence of PIM on the
length of the microstrip line has been investigated. Based on the measurement results, a simple approximation
for estimation of PIM level on the microstrip lines of various lengths has been suggested and validated.
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